
INSIDE ESCAPE THUMB-TURN  
FOR OFFICE AND EDUCATIONAL  
ENVIRONMENTS

PRODUCT SHEET// DIGITAL CYLINDER AX - ESCAPE THUMB-TURN

//   FEATURES

:: The escape thumb-turn for the Digital Cylinder AX 
(Z5) is equipped with a ratchet function  
to prevent unauthorised locking

 ::  Locking from the inside is not possible

 ::  Locking is only possible from the outside and  
only with an identification medium

 ::  Unlocking from the inside is possible at any time 
without an identification medium

:: For retrofit to Comfort cylinders (CO)

:: Direction of rotation adjustable for both DIN L  
and DIN R doors

:: German-made. A given for us

EC DIGITAL EURO PROFILE CYLINDER AX

Inside escape thumb-turn for office and educational environments, for retrofit to Comfort Cylinder AX;  
locking not possible from inside; direction of rotation adjustable between left and right

SV-Z5.TT.EC

  

//   USAGE 

If a Comfort cylinder is retrofitted with an escape thumb-turn, a door can no longer be locked from the inside. Locking is only possible from the 
outside and only with an identification medium but unlocking is also possible from the inside at any time. This means that people can exit a 
room at any time without an identification medium. 

This ensures that employees are not locked in an office against their will in public administration offices and other facilities with public access, 
for example. Other areas of use are schools, where pupils are unable to lock teachers out of the classroom.

Depending on its use, the Comfort cylinder with escape thumb-turn is a useful alternative to the FD cylinder, which can be freely rotated on 
both sides.
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//   INSTALLATION SITUATIONS

All installation videos for the Digital Cylinder AX at:  
https://ax.simons-voss.com/en

Installation differs depending on the door situation. The required direction of rotation can be set using the supplied installation and battery 
Allen key for Digital Cylinder AX (Z5.Tool).

Unlocking in a clockwise direction

Unlocking in an anti-clockwise direction

DIN R – inward-opening

DIN R – outward-opening

DIN L – outward-opening

DIN L – inward-opening

The escape thumb-turn unlocks the door  
in a clockwise direction. 

The escape thumb-turn unlocks the door  
in an anti-clockwise direction.
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